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Abstract 
More and more Quality of Service (QoS) sensitive 
applications, such as streaming media, high bandwidth 
content distribution and VoIP, will be deployed in Mobile 
Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) as part of the pervasive 
computing realization. However, traditional QoS 
guarantee technologies cannot be used directly in 
MANETs due to the dynamic network environment. This 
paper proposes a QoS management mechanism 
combining Caching and Backup Service Paths (CBSP) 
and an Enhanced CBSP (ECBSP) for soft QoS guarantee 
in MANETs.  In CBSP, Service Provider Nodes (SPNs) 
with distinct Service Paths (SPs) providing the required 
service are found in the MANET during the service 
discovery phase. The client node then selects one SP to 
get the service and the other SPs as Backup Service Paths 
(BSPs). If the serving SP fails to serve the client node, the 
client node can handover quickly to a BSP and consume 
the resource in its cache during the handover operation 
in order to avoid service interruption. In ECBSP, the 
required data are further divided into several segments 
and transmitted concurrently to the client node through 
different SPs for enhanced availability. Simulation 
experiments in ns2 show that CBSP/ECBSP can improve 
the performance of applications in MANETs effectively. 
Key words: Mobile Ad hoc Network, QoS Guarantee 
Mechanism, Caching and Backup Service Paths 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs) are autonomously 
structured with multi-hop wireless links without the aid of 
infrastructure network. The rapid progress in wireless 
communication, mobile communication, portable 
computers and multimedia technologies makes MANETs 
to be used not only for military rescue scenarios but also 
for industrial and commercial applications to realize the 
future pervasive computing environment [1,2]. With the 
expanding range of applications of MANETs, more and 
more Quality of Service (QoS) sensitive applications, 
such as streaming media, high bandwidth content 
distribution, and VoIP, will be or have been deployed in 
MANETs. The need for supporting QoS in MANETs is in 
particular becoming a key requirement [3,4,5,6,7,8]. 
However, the differences between MANETs and the 
traditional wired Internet infrastructures, such as 
unpredictable link properties, node mobility and route 
maintenance, introduce some unique issues and 
difficulties for supporting QoS in MANET environments 
[3].   
There have been mass forces focusing on improving 
the performance of MANETs. This has led to great 
achievement in recent years including network 
architectures [9], MAC mechanism [10,11], QoS routing 
protocols [12,13,14], performance estimation and 
improvement on TCP/UDP [15,16]. The Differentiated 
Service (DiffServ) [17] and Integrated Service (InteServ) 
[18] QoS mechanisms have been modified and used in 
MANETs too [20]. These QoS guarantee mechanisms 
improve protocol Layers 2 to 4 and require different 
protocols implementation to be deployed on nodes. 
Actually, Diffserv and InteServ are not effective for 
MANETs. In MANETs, resources are distributed on 
nodes and located by broadcast. When the service path 
breaks, the service has to be interrupted while the node 
relocates the resource. DiffServ cannot provide any 
mechanism to shorten the time spent in resource 
relocating.  In InteServ, nodes try to set up a QoS 
connection with RSVP before data transmission. But 
when the connection gets interrupted during the data 
transmission caused by nodes departure, nodes spend lots 
of time to set up a new connection. QoS-sensitive 
applications cannot tolerate the delay and jitter caused by 
resource relocating and connection re-setup. In addition, 
some of these mechanisms are difficult to deploy since, in 
these mechanisms, we have to update the protocol stacks 
at all nodes to make them interoperate. It seems more 
appropriate to implement QoS guarantee at the 
application level. In this way, we can just provide some 
APIs for the development of QoS-sensitive applications 
development without modification of existing network 
protocol implementations. 
This paper introduces a soft QoS guarantee mechanism 
by combining caching  and backup service mechanisms.  
The client node sets up a list of Backup Service Paths 
(BSPs) during the resource discovery phase and Service 
Provider Node (SPN) transmit data to the client with 
source routing. The BSPs can be updated according to the 
status of the network. Also, resources can be fragmented 
into segments and transmitted concurrently from several 
different SPNs. Cache in the client node is used to store 
the resource data. With this mechanism, the MANET can 
provide seamless continuous service without user 
awareness even when the serving Service Path (SP) is 
interrupted. Simulation experiments show that 
CBSP/ECBSP can improve the QoS of applications in 
MANETs. 
This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 
describes the service model of the MANET and defines 
some notations.  In Section 3, the Caching and Backup 
Service Paths (CBSP) QoS Guarantee mechanism is 
introduced and the performance of CBSP is analyzed.  
We describe an Enhanced CBSP mechanism (ECBSP) in 
Section 4.  Section 5 simulates CBSP/ECBSP in ns2 and 
the experiment data are analyzed.  Finally, we conclude 
and discuss our future work in Section 6.  
II.  MODEL AND NOTATIONS 
A MANET can be considered as a direct graph 
},{ EVG = , where },...,{ 21 NvvvV = is the set of nodes in the 
network and },,..2,1,|{ , jiNjieE ji ≠==  define the 
connection relationship between nodes. 1, =jie  means 
that jv  can send data to iv  directly, where we assume 
that if 1, =jie , then 1, =ije .  Otherwise, iv  may receive 
data from jv  indirectly along multi-hops. Data can be 
transmitted from jv  to iv  following a path x  named 
service path ][, xsp ji  and we denote the set of service 
paths as ]}[{ ,, xspSP jiji =  since there may be several 
paths from jv  to iv , where 
}1|...,...{][ ,, == skjskiji evvvvxsp . jv  can transmit data 
to iv  only if φ≠jiSP , . If 
][][ , ,, yspvxspvvv kimjimim ∈∧∈≠∃ , we say ][, xsp ji  and 
][, xsp ki  are correlative. That is to say, the failure of 
][, xsp ji  and ][, ysp ji  are dependent.  The path ][, xsp ji  
that provides the best QoS for transmitting data from jv  
to iv  among the SPs is denoted as jisp , . 
Other notations are defined as follows for convenience 
of expression. 
− jip , : The probability that jv  cannot provide service to 
iv  along jisp ,  due to low quality of service or path 
failure. 
− itl : The time (second) that iv  spends to locate the 
candidate service provider jv . 
− jits , : The transmission time (second) from jv  to iv . 
− ic : The cache size (Byte) in the user memory space of 
iv  that is used for storing data from the service 
provider node(s) temporarily. 
− is : The rate of resource consumption (Bps) in iv . 
− in : The number of SPs that iv  can find to meet its 
QoS requirement. 
− actualt : The actual duration from iv  generating service 
requirement to current time. 
− invalidt : The invalidation time in actualt  due to the 
service path failure. 
− expl : The expected data packets (Byte) in actualt  
without any service path failure. 
− actuall : The actual data packets (Byte) in actualt . 
− iA : iA  denotes the set of node iv 's neighbors in 
MANET. That is }1,|{ ,, ==∈∀= ikkikki eeVvvA . 
We introduce metrics tq  and dq  to characterize the 
Qos of applications with respect to service time and 




tq =                    (1) 
where invalidt  is zero when there is no SP failure during 
actualt . From the definition of tq , we can see 0=tq  in 
an ideal network environment where QoS always meets 
the requirement of applications once a connection is set 
up and 1=tq  in a highly dynamic network environment 
where the application cannot run at all. Accordingly, we 
give the definition of dq  as formula (2) where expl  is 
the packets transmitted during time actualt  in an ideal 
network environment and actuall  is the goodput during 
time actualt . 
expl
lq actuald =                  (2) 
Both tq  and dq  are metrics to evaluate the 
performance of service continuity, while from different 
perspectives. Our goal is to minimize tq , while 
maximize dq .  Note that both metrics can be evaluated 
at any time during or at the end of the service session. 
III.  QOS GUARANTEE USING CACHING AND BACKUP 
SERVICE PATHS 
In a MANET, client node iv  has to broadcast the 
service request message to locate the sites hosting the 
resource data, and selects one among the available SPNs 
for data transmission according to some selection policies, 
such as geographic location, capacity of providers and etc. 
Once the SPN departs or the SP breaks off during the 
service session, iv  has to re-execute the procedure of 
resource location and broadcast the service request again. 
This may interrupt the service on iv . It is necessary to 
introduce some mechanisms for maintaining service 
continuity despite the network’s high dynamics. This 
section introduces such mechanisms based on the 
following assumptions: 
− )max()min(, ,,,, jijijiji tststlsp >+∀ , since resource 
location usually takes more time than data 
transmission. 
− after iv  finds a SPN jv  and sets up the service path 
jisp ,  meeting the required QoS, its cache is filled full 
before iv  consumes the resource  
− The rate of resource consumption in iv  is invariable 
with is . 
− At least one jisp ,  can be found at any time. 
− Any two jisp ,  in BSPs are independent. Thus the 
failure of service paths is independent. This may be not 
true in reality. However, we can take advantage of 
some mechanisms while selecting service paths to 
satisfy this assumption. 
A. CBSP Algorithm 
The CBSP QoS guarantee mechanism is described as 
follows. 
1) The resource location phase 
1.1)  Client node iv  locates the required resource 
using the gossip protocol [20]. Specifically, iv  
broadcasts the resource request packet to all its 
neighbors. The neighbor nodes forward the packet 
to their neighbors except iv . Once the resource is 
found at node jv , jv  informs iv  about the 
location of the resource and the path for getting to 
jv . Then iv  adds jv  to the list of candidate 
SPNs, and stores corresponding service path in a 
Service Path List(SPL). 
1.2) iv  selects jv  from the list of candidate SPNs 
with the least transmission delay as serving SPN 
and the corresponding service path (say jisp , ) as 
serving SP.  Other SPNs and SPs are added into 
the BSPNs (Backup Service Provider Nodes) and 
BSPs (Backup Service Paths) list, respectively. iv  
sends a service registration message along jisp ,  to 
make sure all nodes reserve the bandwidth for 
coming session. 
1.3) When nodes along the serving SP receive the 
registration message from iv , they record the 
session flow label and their adjacent nodes along 
the jisp , . Subsequently, when they receive packets 
belonging to the flow, they can deliver the packets 
to their adjacent node directly and quickly. 
1.4) Once jv  receives the service request message 
from iv , jv  transmits the data resource to iv  
with source routing along jisp , . 
1.5) Then the system finishes the phase of resource 
location and comes to the servicing phase. 
2) The servicing phase 
2.1) jv  transmits the data resource to iv  along jisp ,  
with source routing. 
2.2) iv  measures tq and dq  during the connection 
duration. If iv  finds that the QoS, measured by 
dt qq or  , of the current service cannot satisfy its 
requirement or the jisp ,  is broken, iv  sends a 
session release message to all nodes in jisp ,  and 
selects another service path from BSPs list. The 
nodes along jisp ,  delete the flow record from the 
service registration table and release the network 
resource. 
2.3) If node kv  along jisp ,  cannot provide service 
with the required QoS because kv  moves, departs 
or has heavy load, it finds another node 
11 +− ∧∈ kkm AAv   which may take over the position 
of kv  in jisp , . 
2.4) mv  records the session label  in its service 
registration table and informs 1−kv , 1+kv , iv  and 
jv .  1−kv and 1+kv  update the record.  iv  and 
jv  update their BSPs list.  If kv  cannot find mv , 
kv  informs iv  and jv  to stop current service 
and select another service path from the BSPs list. 
2.5) If  1−kv  or 1+kv  finds kv  cannot work, and 
cannot find mv  either,  1−kv  or 1+kv  also 
informs iv  and jv  to stop current service and 
select another service path from the BSPs list. 
3) The closing phase 
3.1) iv  or jv  sends a service end message to all 
nodes in the serving service path, deletes all BSPs 
information in memory and releases caches. 
3.2) The nodes along SP/BSPs delete the record from 
their services registration table and update the 
bandwidth resource information. 
B. Assessment of CBSP 
We now assess QoS provision in MANET with CBSP. 
First, we discuss the additional load brought by CBSP. In 
a MANET consisting of n nodes, the average height of a 
multicast tree is bounded by )(log nO  [22]. Thus, the 
average length of SP is bounded by )(log nO . Suppose 
the number of current sessions is w and there are b BSPs 
for every session.  Hence, we obtain the average number 
of SP records in every node (denoted as r) as formula (3). 
Since sessions number w is usually linear with n, r 
increases logarithmically with the number of nodes. The 
number of messages is constant for SP updating and SP 
handover. 
n
bwnOr )1(**)(log +=          (3) 
We then analyze the performance improvement on QoS 
achieved by CBSP.  
− Let ijii stsc *)min( ,< . In this case, once iv  fails to get 
resource with required QoS from jv  through jisp , , 
the service breaks off. This is because the cache is not 
large enough to hold all the data consumed by the client 
during service path re-selection period. We take the 
failure probability of service path as jip , , and  denote 
the current serving SPN for iv  as 1SPN .  In the case 
1,isp  fails with probability 1,ip , and if the ready 
probability of the path from iv  to another BSPN 
(denoted as 2SP ) is 2,1 ip− , then invalidt  would be 
increased by invalidtΔ , which can be denoted as 
)/)(1( 2,2,1, iiiii sctspp −− . By analogy, if at least one SP 





















,,, )/)(1(  (4)  
And if there is no one SP in the BSPs List is 
available, the service lookup time should be taken 
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Taken jijiji tsTSpptlTL ,,, ,, === , we obtain 






)/(lim         (7) 
− Let ijijii ststlc *)max( ,, +≥ , then the probability of 
service interruption is zero. That is to say it is 
impossible for occurrence of service interruption and 
no BSP is necessary because once the serving SP 
breaks off iv  always has enough time to find another 
SP to obtain resource. During the procedure of resource 
locating and connection setting up, iv  can consume 
the resource in its cache. 
− In the situation of 
ijijiiijiji ststlcststl *)max(*)min( ,,,, +≤<+ , suppose there 
are k SPs that satisfy ijijii ststlc *)( ,, +> , and BSPs are 
selected randomly. Only if all the SPs in the backup list 
and all the SPs that satisfy ijijii ststlc *)( ,, +>  fail, the 
session would break off.  Hence, the probability of 










p , Where )(' inNN
kN −×= . 
'N is the average number of SPs out of the BSPs List 
that satisfy ijijii ststlc *)( ,, +> . invalidt  is increased by 

























Taken jijiji tsTSpptlTL ,,, ,, === , we obtain 
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− Let ijijiiiji ststlcsts *)min(*)max( ,,, +≤< , only if all the 
BSPs fail, the session would break off.  So the 
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Taken jijiji tsTSpptlTL ,,, ,, === , we obatian 







− Let ijiiiji stscsts *)max(*)min( ,, << , and suppose there 
are k SPs that satisfy ijii stsc *,> ，and the SPs in the 
backup list are selected randomly. Only if all BSPs 
satisfying ijii stsc *,>  fail, the service breaks off.  









kN ×=' . 'N is the average number of BSPs 
in the BSP list that satisfy ijii stsc *,> . invalidt  is 
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'  (14) 
Taken jijiji tsTSpptlTL ,,, ,, === , we obtain 






)()/(lim '  (16) 
 From above analyses, we find that the larger the cache 
is, the smaller tq  is, which introduces better QoS for 
applications.  When ijijii ststlc *)max( ,, +≥  (case 2), tq  
is equal to zero. However, large cache is not practical due 
to energy of mobile devices. Formula (7) and (16) 
illustrate that no matter how large in  is, invalidtΔ , which 
is the increment of invalidt  due to the failure of SP, is 
larger than zero.  That is to say, in cases 1) and 5), there 
is a service interruption when serving SP fails. Thus, 
ijii stsc *)max( ,< is not recommended.  From formula 
(10) and (13), the number of BSPs can be set according to 
the probability of service stability required. More stability 
of service can be obtained with more BSNs. In practice, 
we strongly recommend that 
ijijiiiji ststlcsts *)max(*)max( ,,, +≤≤ . 
IV.  ENHANCED CBSP 
In CBSP, if the current serving SP fails to provide 
service with required QoS, iv  has to look for a service  
provider from other BSPs and handover to it.  It takes 
great risk for the session in iv  to be interrupted in this 
situation as analyzed in Section 3.  Also, it is likely for 
some nodes to become overloaded when many services 
are targeted to the same nodes.  This would lead to a 
load balance problem.  Actually, in some cases, for 
example streaming video, discarding some frames is more 
acceptable than jitter from the user’s point of view.  
Thus, we split the whole file into several segments 
distributed on different nodes and clients can receive 
segments concurrently and independently from different 
independent SPs.  In this way, we can balance the loads 
of SPs. We call this mechanism as ECBSP, which is 
abbreviation for Enhanced CBSP. 
In ECBSP, once one of the concurrent serving SPs, 
which is transmitting segment xs  to client iv , fails, iv  
can search and transmit xs  from other BSPs.  If xs  is 
still not in the cache of iv  when it is time for using the 
segment xs , iv  can just skip xs  and turn to 1+xs  or 
iv  can wait for a scheduled deadline then skip it. If we 
denote the segment size as segB , then the number of 











We number the segments in the client’s cache from 1 to 
m. Without loss of generality, suppose that k SPs fail 
concurrently, and the segments that they supply are 
,,2,1 ..., fkff sss , respectively, where 
msss fkff ≤<<<≤ ...1 21 . We denote the service supplier 
of 1fs  as 1SP  and the cache size that can be used before 
deadline of 1fs  as availablec . Note that all the other 
failures are hidden by the failure of 1SP  because 1fs  is 
the first segment that meets the deadline. We assume that 
none of the SPs that supply the segments whose indexes 
are less than 1fs  would fail during the process of 1SP ’s 








11       (17) 
Note that the range of 1fs  is from 1 to m, and 
m
mkksP f




























=     (18) 
The role of availablec  in ECBSP is similar to the cache 
size ic  in CBSP. In CBSP, when serving SPN fails, the 
available size is equal to ic . 
The situation which iv  waits for the segment and 
skips the segment after the threshold time (say waitingT ) 
according to different cache size will be discussed. 
− Let ijiavailable stsc ×< )min( , , once 1SP  failed, the 
service would break off. Thus, the probability of 
service interruption is 1,ip , and expl  in Formula (2) is 
increased by 1, while actuall  is increased by 1 with 
probability )1( 1,ip− .  invalidt  in Formula (1) is 
increased by invalidtΔ , which is the minimum of the 
waiting threshold time and the lookup time.  
















































− Let ijijiavailable stltsc *)max( ,, +≥ , then the probability of 
service interruption is zero. That is to say both expl  
and actuall  in Formula (2) is increased by 1.  
− Let ijijiavailableijiji ststlcststl *)max(*)min( ,,,, +≤<+ , suppose that 
there are k SPs that satisfy ijijiavailable ststlc *)( ,, +> ，and 
the BSPs are selected randomly. Then, the probability 










p , where 
)(' inNN
kN −×= . 'N is the average number of SPs, out 
of the BSP List, which satisfy ijijiavailable ststlc *)( ,, +> .  
And expl  in Formula (2) is increased by 1, while actuall  











p . invalidt  
in formula (1) is increased by invalidtΔ , which is the 
minimum of the waiting threshold time and the  look 
up time.  
























)/)(1(  (20) 
− Let ijijiavailableiji ststlcsts *)min(*)max( ,,, +≤< , the 







. And expl  
in formula (2) is increased by 1, while the actuall  is 







jip . invalidt  in 
formula (1) is increased by invalidtΔ , which is the 
minimum of the waiting threshold time and the  
looking up time.  
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− Let ijiavailableiji stscsts *)max(*)min( ,, << , and suppose that 
there are k SPs that satisfy ijiavailable stsc *,> ，and BSPs 








jip , where inN
k
N ×=' . 'N is the 
average number of BSPs in the BSP List satisfying 
ijiavailable stsc *,> .  And expl  in formula (2) is 









jip . invalidt  in formula (1) is 
increased by invalidtΔ , which is the minimum of the 
waiting threshold time and the  look up time.  















































'  (22) 
As in CBSP, we strongly recommend that 
ijijiavailableiji ststlcsts *)max(*)max( ,,, +≤≤  in practice.  
Formula (18) illustrates the expected value of availablec  is 
ic2
1 . Thus, in ECBSP, the recommended size of the client 
cache is  ijijiiiji ststlcsts ×+×≤≤×× )max(2)max(2 ,,, . 
V.  SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 
A simulation experiment has been implemented with 
ns2 version 2.28 to verify dt qq  and  of CBSP and 
ECBSP.  We denote m as the number of SPs for 
concurrent segments transmission.  Thus, if m=1 the 
CBSP mechanism works, otherwise the ECBSP 
mechanism works. 
We consider the following parameters for our 
simulation environment. 
− The capacity and transfer time of SP are 
bandwidth=256 kbps and delay=10ms.  
− The data transfer ratio from SP to iv  is r1 = 128 /m 
kbps under stable status. 
− The data transfer ratio from SP to iv  is r2=2* r1 in 
start up procedure or when the SP recovers from 
malfunction. 
− The time for iv  to find a BSP is tl and the transfer 
time from BSP to iv  is tc. In our experiment, We 
suppose tl  and tc are all random variables, obeying 
respectively tl~N(400,1002) ms and tc~ N(400,1002) 
ms. 
− The size of vi’s cache is C=0, 1600, 3200, 6400, 9600 
Byte. 
− m=1, 2, 4, 8. 
− The file size is 50.05MB and data play ratio in iv  is 
128kbps. 
− The status of SPs is independent from each other and 
obey Poisson Process.  
Table I  
TIME OF SERVICE INTERRUPTIONS (SEC) 
cache(B)  
m 
0 1600 3200 6400 9600 
1 134.92 96.42 68.17 16.98 0.70 
2 70.85 47.35 27.67 1.10 0 
4 60.28 37.59 18.19 1.96 0.67 
8 47.35 33.45 9.58 1.42 1.28 
The time of service interruptions with different cache 
sizes are shown in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that 
the time of service interruption decreases with the 
increase of the cache size, e.g., in CBSP from 134.92s to 
0.70s and in ECBSP from 41.96s to 0.67s when m=3. 
The dt qq  and  of CBSP/ECBSP with different 
parameters are shown from Fig.1 to Fig.4.  Fig.1 and 
Fig.2 reveale that the continuity of applications is 
improved with the proportionally of the cache size.  The 
values of dq  and tq  change rapidly during the session 
period, then come to a stable period. As showed in Fig.3 
and Fig.4, the QoS has been improved with m increasing 
with the same cache size.  There is great improvement of 
ECBSP over CBSP, but for different m the performance is 
improved little in ECBSP.  The number of service 
interruptions increases with m increasing, but the total 
time of service interruptions decreases. That is to say, 
   
Fig.1   dq according to different cash size                    Fig.2  tq according to different cache size 
   
Fig.3   dq according to different m                         Fig.4   tq according to different m 
fewer packets have been discarded or delayed. Some 
service interruptions become unaware and do not affect 
the QoS from the user’s viewpoint since the lasting time 
is very short.  
VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have proposed the CBSP and an 
ECBSP mechanism for soft QoS guarantee in MANETs. 
With CBSP, some SPs providing the required service can 
be found in the MANET during the service discovery 
phase with Gossip protocol. The SPs are reported to and 
stored in client node iv . iv  selects one SP to provide 
service with the least delay and some other SPs as backup 
SPs. SPN and iv  communicate with each other with 
source routing along the service path. When there are 
some changes with backup SPs, the path updated 
information is sent to iv  and iv  updates its backup 
SPs list in memory. If the serving SP fails to provide 
service, iv  can handover quickly to a backup SP and 
consumes the resource in its cache during the handover.  
While in ECBSP, the required data are divided into 
several segments and transmitted concurrently to iv  
through different SPs.  Comparing with other QoS 
guarantee mechanisms, CBSP/ECBSP utilize the 
information of SPNs obtained during the service 
discovery phase and deal with the dynamics of MANET.  
With these mechanisms, MANET can still provide 
seamless continuous service without heavy overhead 
when the serving Service Path (SP) is interrupted.  
Simulation experiment in ns2 shows CBSP/ECBSP can 
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